“Die Farb-Freude Explosion”
Dencker + Schneider Gallery, welcomes you to a colourful vernissage on Monday the 29th of June 2015
from 8 pm - 10 pm, at Kalckreuthstraße 14, D-10777 Berlin.

Three young Danish artists will be showing an explosion of colours in paintings, light installations and
mini-sculptures. These artists share a humorous, colourful and dynamic way of expressing themselves
and celebrating life. They are passionate about combining colours, shapes and objects, which is
evidenced in their creations, each with its own narratives.

Artists:
Tine Marie Lastein, Painter (DK), expresses the vitality and joy of life through her artworks. Tine is
focused on texture and many fragmented details in her acrylic paintings. She calls her paintings
“abstract portraits”. Each one is inspired by a real life person: for example a face, a relation or
someone's charisma become her fuel, expressed on big canvases in fascinating colour combinations.
Tine Marie Lastein has exhibited in Copenhagen, Amsterdam, London and now Berlin.
www.tinemarielastein.com

Serine Sinding Yde, Visual Artist (DK), works with readymades and small objects that she takes out
of their usual context and puts into a new story. Things and objects are rotated, camouflaged and are
used as parts of collages and installations. She is interested in fragments and stories from everyday life,
which she recreates playfully. Serine Sinding Yde has previously exhibited in Denmark.
www.serineyde.com

Christina Augustesen, Architect and Lighting designer (DK), is inspired from her daily work as a
lighting designer, where she uses light, shadows and colours to accentuate spaces and create varying
atmospheres. She is inspired by the colour nuances of both daylight and artificial light, including the
ways in which colours are combined. Her focus lies in the inter-dependence of the materials, spatial
transitions; and the flow of time in dynamic processes. Her art installations consists of acrylic plates
and colour filters. Christina has exhibited in Copenhagen, Hamburg and most recently in the UK at The
Institute of Contemporary Arts in London.
www.christinaaugustesen.com

